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Forest Loss 

A. Blake Gardner

• While 74% of the state is covered by forests, a closer 
look reveals that our forests are being converted 
and fragmented by rural sprawl.

• We are also outright losing our forests due to 
development and forestland conversion. 

• According to the Forest Service’s Forest Inventory 
Analysis, 12,649 acres of forestland are converted 
on average to nonforest every year.* 

* Source: USDA Forest Service. 2021. Forests of  
Vermont, 2020.  Resource Update FS-227. Madison,  
WI: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service.
https://doi.org/10.2737/FS-RU-337

https://doi.org/10.2737/FS-RU-212


Forest Fragmentation



Examples of Forest Fragmentation
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Intact Blocks and Fragmentation



Parcelization
The breaking up of land into 
smaller and smaller parcels, 
usually through subdivision. 

• Increased, potentially disjointed 
ownership of parent parcel; 

• Step toward new development, 
housing and infrastructure that may 
fragment natural resources and intact 
forests depending on how it occurs; 

• Less viable tracts for forestry; and 
• Potential negative ecological impacts. 

A. Blake Gardner



VNRC Parcelization Website 

• To make parcelization data more 
accessible

• To visualize change spatially.
• To generate geographically-

specific reports

Available at:

www.vtforesttrends.vnrc.org



Phase 1 (2010) Statewide parcelization trends based
on Grand List data, 2003-2009.

Phase 2 (2014)     Subdivisions in 22 case study towns. 

Phase 3 (2018)    Parcelization trends, 2004-2016 
(state, regional planning commission, county, & town levels).

Phase 4 (2023)    In progress to update trends through 2020, and 
examine new data sets such as property transfer tax returns. 

Funded by the Forest Ecosystem Monitoring Cooperative, the Northeastern States Research Cooperative (NSRC), a partnership of Northern Forest states 
(New Hampshire, Vermont, Maine, and New York) in coordination with the USDA Forest Service, and other partners

Background on VNRC Research 



Private Land Trends - Phase 3

In 2016, roughly 3,350,000 
acres (70.4% of the land) 

were in parcels 50 acres or 
larger.*

*residential 40.0%
*woodland 25.7% 



Acreage by Parcel Type
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Acreage by Parcel Type

Residential

Farm

Woodland

Other

Woodland parcels decreased by 147,680 acres, a 
15% decrease over the study period (a portion 
was due to public land transfer)

The number of acres in the “residential” category is increasing, while “farm” and 
“woodland” acreage is decreasing, with “woodland” acreage decreasing the fastest.

Residential increased by 162,670 acres, a 
7% increase over the study period



Number of Parcels with Dwellings by Parcel Size 
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Number of Parcels with Dwellings by Parcel Size 2004 2016

Growth in dwellings on smaller parcels compared to larger parcels.

Parcels less than 50 acres in size 
with dwellings increased by 
20,737 parcels, which is an 8.8% 
increase over the study period



• Reviewed records of subdivisions 
in 22 case study towns

• Total subdivision activity, by 
zoning district, from 2002 through 
2009

•When land is subdivided…
• How many lots were created?

• What size were the lots?

VNRC Subdivision Study – Phase 2



Findings: 

• 2,749 lots created from 925 subdivisions affecting a total of 70,827 
acres of land.

• On average, each subdivision resulted in 2-4 lots.

• Based on spatial analysis in four Phase II communities, between 
50% and 68.8% of the subdivided acres were located within forest 
blocks mapped by the Agency of Natural Resources.

How many lots were created?



•The majority of subdivision is not triggering Act 250.

•Only 1% - 2% of subdivisions in the case study towns were 
large enough to trigger Act 250.

•A small number of subdivisions, but a larger amount 
acreage, was subject to Act 250 under amendment 
jurisdiction, meaning the land was already under Act 250. 

Relevance to Act 250?



Findings
•Median lot sizes: 2.4 – 12.15 acres
• Size of original lot (“parent parcel”) matters

What does this mean?
•Resulting parcels may be too small to support long-term 

forest management goals.
•Multiple owners can lead to fragmented land 

management.  

Size of original 
parcel

Subdivisions resulting in at least one 
50+ acre parcel

100+ acres 97%
50-100 acres 57%

What Were The Lot Sizes?



Finding:
Most land subdivision is taking 
place in rural residential districts 
versus conservation districts. 

In Rural 
Res. 

districts

In Natural 
Resource 
districts

%   of total 
subdivision
s

79% 15%

% of total 
acres

84% 22%

What does this mean?
• Natural resources in “default” districts – where most 

subdivision is happening – may be more vulnerable to 
fragmentation unless these districts include standards. 

• Opportunity for improved site design and subdivision 
configuration in these areas.

Where Were The Lots Created?



• In progress to update trends 
through 2020 using Grand List 
data. We expect similar trends to 
previous studies, but we are 
interested in measuring the 
effects of Covid migration and 
increased land sales/transfers.  

• Also examining new data sets 
such as property transfer tax 
return information in addition to 
Grand List.

VNRC Subdivision Study – Phase 4

Case Study using Property Transfer Tax 
Returns – Captures Majority of Subdivisions



VNRC Subdivision Study – Phase 4
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VNRC Subdivision Study – Phase 4



Property Sales & Covid-19 Migration



Property Sales & Covid-19 Migration



Property Sales Data 

Go to website



VNRC New Project – Landowner Outreach
Ø A joint project with the Agency of Natural Resources (FPR 

and FWD), Vermont Coverts, Vermont Woodlands 
Association, and other partners including Deb Brighton. 

Ø Funded by the Forest Service, Landscape Scale Restoration 
Program. 

Ø Database of new land transfers – over 6,000 transfers a 
year of parcels over ten acres in recent years.

Ø Identify new landowners in priority forest areas.

Ø Develop landowner decision making roadmap and guide 
for stewardship and conservation opportunities.

Ø Provide direct technical assistance to approximately 100 
landowners over two years.

Ø Webinars and other outreach. 



Strategies to Address Parcelization & Fragmentation -
Forest Roundtable

• An ongoing policy discussion on 
forest policy with a focus on 
parcelization and forest 
fragmentation.

• Convened by VNRC since 2006, has 
brought diverse stakeholders 
together to work on a common issue 
of concern.

• Information sharing and 
networking. 

• Testing new ideas.



2007 Forest Roundtable Report 
Includes 27 strategies to address 
parcelization and fragmentation.

� Tax Policy

� Land Use and Conservation 
Planning

� Valuation of Ecosystem Services

� Long-term Sustainability of the 
Forest Products Industry

Available at vnrc.org



Roundtable Report Recommendations 



ANR Forest Fragmentation Reports 
for the Legislature



Commission on Act 250 Report (2019)



Commission on Act 250 Report (2019)



Initial VT Climate Action Plan (2021)

Vermont’s forests, which support a range of 
ecological services critical for climate resilience 
and adaptation and provide the single largest 
source of carbon sequestration and storage in 
the state. 

Analysis conducted for the Council by Cadmus 
indicates that Vermont has seen a steady 
decline in sequestration. If that historic trend 
continues the state will not meet the GWSA’s 
2050 net zero target, even if the 2025 and 2030 
emission reduction targets are achieved. 

CAP, page. 203.



Initial VT Climate Action Plan (2021)



Initial VT Climate Action Plan (2021)



Ø New state land use planning goal 
to manage Vermont’s forestlands 
so as to maintain and improve 
forest blocks and habitat 
connectors. 

Ø Requires town and regional plans 
to indicate those areas that each 
town or region deems to be 
important or require special 
consideration as forest blocks and 
habitat connectors.

Ø Plan for land development in 
those areas to minimize forest 
fragmentation and promote the 
health, viability, and ecological 
function of forests. 

Planning – Act 171 (Effective in 2018)



Measuring Progress in Planning

Ø Statewide review every 10 years: 
2000, 2011, 2021

Ø Complete Review of Town Plans, 
Zoning, and Subdivision Bylaws

Ø Sets direction for technical 
assistance and land use planning 
efforts

Ø Includes a comprehensive set of
recommendations for municipal 
and regional planning

Ø Available at vnrc.org



Measuring Progress on Act 171



Conservation 
District

Forest 
Reserve 
District

Water 
Resource 
District

Natural 
Resources 
Overlay 
District

Wildlife 
Overlay 
District

Fluvial 
Erosion/

River 
Hazard 
District

Rural / Ag. 
/ Resource / 

Res. 
District

Residential 
District

Open Space 
District

Percentage of towns where 
district exists* 44% 25% 11% 3% 4% 14% 82% 80% 16%

District has specific wildlife 
review** 19% 23% 9% 83% 63% 0% 6% 4% 15%

District has fragmentation 
standards** 10% 31% 0% 50% 50% 0% 4% 4% 15%

*Percent of Towns with Zoning Regulations
**Percent of Towns with District

Measuring Progress on Addressing Fragmentation



Observations

Ø Planning is occurring for wildlife conservation.

Ø Nearly every town has a planning commission, and 
a growing number have conservation commissions.

Ø The public benefits associated with wildlife habitat 
are increasingly being recognized.

Ø Town plans strongly recognize the value of non-
regulatory and regulatory strategies.

Ø There are an increasing number of municipalities 
that now identify important forest blocks and 
connectivity areas.



Observations

Ø Municipalities see the benefit in shaping where development 
occurs, but regulations that influence land use often do not sync 
up with the stated intentions in town plans.

Ø For example, 74% of municipalities recommend subdivision
regulations, only 55% of municipalities have implemented them.

Ø In general, municipalities support the use of siting and
development review standards.

Ø Conservation districts” are popular and many mention wildlife; 
however
Ø only 19% specifically address wildlife impacts; and
Ø many conservation related zoning districts lack specific 

standards to address habitat or forest fragmentation.

Ø In residential-oriented districts, only 9% of towns mention wildlife, 
and only 4% of residential districts have fragmentation standards, 
even though this is where the majority of residential development 
occurs.



Other VNRC Resources –
Available at vnrc.org



Recommendations for state policy and investments

• Support diversified strategies to reduce the pressures on landowners to subdivide land.
• Provide full statutory funding for the Vermont Housing and Conservation Board (VHCB), and robust funding for the 

Working Lands Enterprise Initiative.
• Consider potential new state revenue sources to boost investment in land conservation and land use planning. 
• Support the implementation of international 30 x 30 efforts and President Biden’s America the Beautiful initiative to 

promote accelerated forestland conservation planning to sustain native biodiversity and a range of co-benefits.
• Investigate potential new state tax incentives to promote voluntary forest conservation by private landowners, such 

as a JFO study of the feasibility of establishing a tax credit or deduction for donations of conservation easements or 
fee title on forestland.

• Support public policy to encourage the aggregation of land for conservation purposes.
• Support implementation of recommendations from the Vermont Forest Carbon Sequestration Working Group.
• Support technical assistance and outreach programs (such as VHCB’s Forest Viability Program, Vermont Woodlands 

Association and VT Coverts programs, etc.) that assist landowners with successional planning to promote 
maintaining large intact forestland parcels.

• Support the implementation of the Intergenerational Transfer of Forestland Working Group’s Recommendations in 
response to Act 171 of 2016.

• Support the implementation of the Forest Roundtable and ANR Forest Fragmentation Report Recommendations.

Recommendations for State Policy



Recommendations for state policy and investments

• Continue to support working forests, including funding the Current Use Program, and the administration of new 
forestland enrollment, including new enrollment opportunities for old forest characteristics.

• Examine assessing property with perpetual conservation easements at a lower value, or determine how to better assist 
landowners with the carrying cost of permanently conserved land, especially if they can’t enroll in the Current Use 
Program.

• Address the gaps in Act 250 and strengthen it to play a more meaningful role in reviewing the impacts of development 
on forestland. Add criteria to Act 250 to avoid or minimize the fragmentation of intact forest blocks and connectivity 
areas; and (2) modify Act 250 jurisdiction to review projects that have a high probability of fragmenting forests.

• Support and enhance RPC capacity and technical assistance to municipalities to implement Act 171 planning to reduce 
the fragmentation of intact forest blocks, working forests, and habitat connectivity areas.

• Support greater implementation of zoning and subdivision strategies and standards to encourage proactive site design 
in forests to reduce forest fragmentation and conversion.

• Support policies that concentrate new development in settled areas and reduce development pressures on 
undeveloped forestland – e.g., boost funding for water supply and wastewater infrastructure in downtowns and 
village centers.

• Consistent with the CAP, explore how to implement a no net loss policy for forestland in Vermont.
• Support and fund efforts to track the rate of forest fragmentation, parcelization, and conversion in Vermont through 

updates to LIDAR mapping, maintenance of the VT Parcelization website, and other new spatial analysis tools, etc.

Recommendations for State Policy


